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Annex A
Startup Name

Description

Website

Adonis
Pacific Pte
Ltd

Adonis Pacific Pte Ltd is incorporated to house Singapore born
brands that champion health and wellness. Ilumin is our first
brand, born in 2020, by 3 socio-preneurs who have a shared
passion on helping to improve the “wellness quotient” of
Southeast Asians.

https://www.ilumin.co/

AllQuant

AllQuant is a private Investment company set up to provide
hedge fund access to retail investors via online education,
copy trading and robo-advisory services.

-

Altra Capital

Altra Capital provides investors with a centralized platform
facilitating an open market for the trading of alternative
investments. The key products offered would be products with
low risk, short maturities and stable returns. This includes but
will not be limited to the purchase of short term trade
receivables (currently exclusive to banks & financial
institutions). This would allow investors to obtain portfolio
diversification, optimize stable returns with low risk, a short
maturity and minimal monitoring.

-

Defi Lab

DeFi Lab empowers decentralised gateway protocol for Crypto
and Financial Assets. Through on-chain smart contract
functions, to ensure transparent, accountable, and secure
transactions globally. With the support of smart contracts onchain, users no longer need to use centralized transactions or
over-the-counter transactions (OTC) to realize the free
conversion between digital currency and legal currency, in a
secure and compliant manner.

www.defitech.io

DRIVERIDEB
UDDY

DRIVERIDEBUDDY (DRB) is a Singapore-based autotech
startup serving both motorists and automotive related
merchants and service providers. DRB aims to provide AIdriven app services to help motorists understand their vehicles
and search for services and merchants a tech-driven digital
presence to improve their business offerings and increase
their customer experience.

www.driveridebuddy.com

Entsecure

Entsecure is a centrally managed endpoint management
system that helps organizations simplify their corporate IT
management while empowering end-users.

www.entsecure.com

FAMILI

Famili is a SaaS provider that aims to digitalise current
healthcare workflow which give better visibility over the care
provided in traditional care centres. It is designed to create
seamless patient experiences during medical encounters and
deliver proactive care at the shortest time possible.

-

FlockSupport

FlockSupport builds a centralised customer support suite
designed to build better customer relationships by streamlining
the support process .This is achieved through our

-
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omnichannel web application with seamless setup and API
integrations as well as FlockSupport mobile, a unified solution
bringing together hundreds of brands all accessible within a
single platform.
haohaoguo
realty

Haohaoguo is the first one stop virtual property agency platform.

www.haohaoguo.com/

Jaztip

Jaztip is a social commerce app that combines the ease &
discoverability of social media with e-commerce function &
feature with the mission to open up access for more people to
enjoy digital commerce benefit & opportunity. Jaztip aims to
achieve it by combining the best of both digital social and
commerce features, and make it simpler & easier for everyone
to participate.

www.jaztip.com

KASEE Batik
Activewear

KASEE designs and produces batik activewear, aimed at
preserving an Indonesian culture tradition (batik - recognized
by UNESCO as culture heritage), by redefining the tradition for
the modern lifestyle. Through this, KASEE aims to provide
visibility for batik artisans and bring the tradition closer to the
heart of urban dwellers.

www.kasee.id

Kind Citizen

Kind Citizen is an all-in-one digital platform to Pay-it-forward
efficiently. Retail merchants list their essential services and
food for Kind Organisations and Citizens to complement the
Community programs in a holistic way. In a world where you
can be anything - Be Kind.

www.kindcitizensg.com

Localtopia

Localtopia is a one stop business solution to help foreign
beauty brands penetrate the China market. Our mission is to
create a world where consumers, distributors and beauty
brands can trust each other hassle free.

-

They focus on creating a platform to help the Chinese
consumers and the foreign brands understand each other in
the simplest and most sustainable way.
Lovenn

Bridging the massive gap between traditional matchmakers
and existing ineffective time-consuming dating apps, Lovenn
is delivering the time-saving aspect and convenience of
matchmaking services in an app. As a result, with affordability
and network effect, Lovenn presents the best quality matches
to its users in the most time-efficient manner. Incorporated in
June 2020, Lovenn has been awarded SG Founder Grant by
Enterprise Singapore and been featured by 8 media outlets
including CNA, Yahoo News, TODAY, CNA938, etc.z

www.lovenn.co

Maiden

Maiden is a one-stop platform for agencies, employers and
helper that connects and simplifies the matching and selection
experience of domestic helpers by infusing technology,
providing agencies, employers and helpers with a smarter and
more transparent process. As a key part of their mission,
Maiden aims to empower women and their families across
Southeast Asia.

-
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Matchin

Matchin is a personalised digital mentorship platform that
seeks to guide, teach, and recommend students at the
beginning of their career search journeys, using our unique
gamified and interactive platform.

-

Quest

Quest is a request-based P2P platform where users can seek
help from others to do different gigs, and simultaneously offer
their services.

www.quest-inc.co

It is where heroes from all over come together, on one single
app, connecting heroes with the citizens who need them and
reimagine the future of work. Quest, Hire a Hero for pretty
much anything.
Rice Inc

Rice Inc is the world’s first global impact rice brand focused on
fighting hunger, with a mission to build an ethical, sustainable
zero waste supply chain for rice. Their work has been
recognized by President Clinton, the United Nations and the
International Rice Research Institute. Through innovative
technologies that we install in farming communities, they have
saved over 1,800,000 bowls of rice from being wasted.

www.riceinc.com

Skilio

Skilio is a personalised digital mentorship platform that seeks
to guide, teach, and recommend students at the beginning of
their career search journeys, using our unique gamified and
interactive platform. They leverage on AI to identify soft skills
growth of the users through their reflections and crowdsourced
feedback done in various school activities.

www.skilio.co

Smplrspace

Smplrspace powers visual and virtual home buying
interactions by letting realtors market properties in 3D in under
10 minutes. Our affordable and easy-to-use web application
allows realtors to create interactive 3D listings by sketching
from 2D floor plans, no training required. 3D listings can be
sent to clients instantly using shared links, or embedded in any
website / listing platform. Home buyers can modify layouts and
furnish the units of their choice online, hence aiding the
process of elimination and selection. This helps home buyers
attend home viewings more selectively, saving both realtors
and buyers time.

www.smplrspace.com

The Victoria
Project

The Victoria Project (TVP) wants to build communities through
online and offline content for local Elite Athletes. TVP is a new
initiative that aims to help athletes achieve recognition and
funding.

www.thevictoriaproject.sg

Trabble

Trabble aims to consolidate the fragmented travel industry by
providing a Guest Engagement solution that is transferable
and revolutionary to travel businesses globally. They help
businesses leverage technology to upskill staff, automate
operations and level the competitive landscape for smaller
industry players especially post-COVID19.

www.trabble.co

(Trippening
Pte Ltd)

The Automated Self Check-In and Guest Engagement SaaS
platform provides guests with a contactless experience
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throughout Enquiries, Bookings and Services, via chat.
Trabble automates and streamlines business operations,
unifying multiple chat platforms onto a single platform for easy,
efficient and productive management by businesses.
Ultimately, Trabble helps businesses increase revenue
channels, guest satisfaction and operational efficiency.
Zero2.5
Biotech Pte
Ltd

Zero2.5 strives to improve the air quality by being the first and
only company that makes living plant-based and fiber-based
ionizers. Their devices are able to remove or deactivate
airborne pollutants such as dust, pollen, and viruses. It does
so by generating millions of negative air ions in which the
pollutants are attracted to and they then stick to nearby
surfaces or fall to the ground. Zero2.5 turns 1 plant into millions
of plants while ensuring our products remain affordable, easy
to use, and environmentally friendly.

www.zero2-5.com

